Quantifying the Degree of Aggregation from Fluorescent Dye-Conjugated DNA Probe by Single Molecule Photobleaching Technology for the Ultrasensitive Detection of Adenosine.
In this work, we demonstrated a single molecule photobleaching-based strategy for the ultrasensitive detection of adenosine. A modified split aptamer was designed to specifically recognize individual adenosine molecules in solution. The specific binding of dye-labeled short strand DNA probes onto the elongated aptamer strand in the presence of adenosine resulted in a concentration-dependent self-aggregation process. The degree-of-aggregation (DOA) of the short DNA probes on the elongated aptamer strand could then be accurately determined based on the single molecule photobleaching measurement. Through statistically analyzing the DOA under different target concentrations, a well-defined curvilinear relationship between the DOA and target molecule concentration (e.g., adenosine) was established. The limit-of-detection (LOD) is down to 44.5 pM, which is lower than those recently reported results with fluorescence-based analysis. Owing to the high sensitivity and excellent selectivity, the sensing strategy described herein would find broad applications in biomolecule analysis under complicated surroundings.